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at all. In the meantime, I shall examine this 
question. I do not think there is much scope 
for reduction in the price of ker'osene. We are 
trying to reduce the price of HSD so t&al the 
temptation to use kerosene may disappear. 

SHRI A. D. MANI; Is the Government 
aware that there is a certl measure of urgency 
about Government's decision on this subject, 
because Mr. T. T. Krishnamachari has 
justified the increase in duty on kerosene on 
the gr'ound that it has been used as fuel by 
motor operators? 

SHRI HUMAYUN KAB1R: As 1 have 
already stated, Sir, the mallei has been 
referred to the Indian Institute 'of Petroleum 
and also We are appointing the Oil Price 
Enquiry Committee which will report befcre 
the end of this year. The whr le matter will be 
examined by ft at Committee. 

ME. CHAIRMAN: Next question. 

*202. [The questioner (Shri Deo-kinandan 
Narayan) was absent. For answer vide cols 
1569-70 infra.] 

 

t [TRAINING    OF      ROURKELA      STEEL 
PLANT'S   FOREMEN   IN    GERMANY 

*203. SHRI  RAM  SAHAI:   Will   the 
Minister of STEEL, MINES AND HEAVY 

[ ]   English   translation. 

ENGINEERING be pleased to state wne-ther the 
German offer to award stipends to foremen 
working at Rourkela for a two year training 
course has materialised and, if so, whether 
the foremen have since received training?] 

THE MINISTER OF STEEL, MINES AND 
HEAVY ENGINEERING (SHRI C 
SUBRAMANIAM) : An offer from a German 
firm has recently been received for training of 
2 foremen for blast furnace Department at 
Rourkela for a period 'of 1-2 years. The 
matter is under consideration. 

 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: Sir, this is for 
the practices in the use of blast furnace, 
particularly with regard to better utilisation of 
the blast furnace. 

 
SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: No, Sir. We 

do not have it. 

SHRI B. K. GAIKWAD: May I know how 
many applications have been received and 
may I also know the place where this training 
will b» given? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: Sir, the offer 
has been made by the G.H.H. West Germany. 
Therefore the training programme will be 
located there. 

tf ] Hindi translation. 
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SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: Various new 
developments are taking place and if we 
want to take advantage 'of the new 
developments we have to send people 
outside for training in this line. When we 
develop our own research and development 
then perhaps it will foe possible for us to 
have the training programme here. 

SHRI A. D. MANI: The hon. Minister has 
stated that an offer f°r training was under 
consideration. Am I to infer from this that 
the training which the German engineers 
give in Rourkela is not up to date and there-
fore it will be necessary to send the 
foremen abroad to brush up their ex-
perience? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: As I have 
already stated new developments are taking 
place in the use of blast furnaces and other 
techniques and therefore if we have to keep 
abreast of the developments which are 
taking place abroad we have to send our 
men abroad wn0 are working in this line for 
training in the new techniques. 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA: May I know 
when the offer was received and how long it 
has been under the consideration of 
Government? If, as the Minister says, new 
developments are taking place in West 
Germany and they will be useful for us, 
what is the hitch in accepting the offer? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: The offer 
was made only on the 2nd April 1964 and 
therefore it has not fceen long under 
consideration. 

SHRI AKBAR ALI KHAN: Is there eny 
programme before    the     Steel 

Ministry for the training 'of these people in 
view of the further developments in steel 
industry? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: I want to 
inform the House that now the initial training 
programme is located inside the country and 
as far as possible we are not proposing to send 
anybody initially abroad but we propose to 
send persons with experience for the purpose 
of specialising in certain fields where training 
is not available within  the  country. 

SHRI I. K. GUJRAL: Since the Government 
is now maintaining a register of Indian 
scientists and engineers who are abroad now, 
will the hon. Minister tell us how many per-
sons experienced in this line are available 
abroad who have n'ot yet been absorbed in 
industries in India. 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: I am sorry I 
cannot give the exact figure just now. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: May I know if 
the Government has any scheme with regard 
to the Rourkela steel plant for training Indian 
technical personnel so that after a definite 
period of time we need not keep the Germans 
who are here? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: Yes, Sir. We 
have put understudies for each German 
personnel here and we have got a phased 
programme of Indianising the entire technical 
management at Rourkela. 

SHRI ARJUN ARORA: May I know if this 
training, if given, will be useful for and 
applicable to all the steel plants or will its 
utility be limited only to Rourkela? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: Sir, it is blast 
furnace training. It will be applicable to other 
blast furnaces also. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: The hon. 
Minister spoke about understudies. We 
would like to know whether the Government 
has any definite scheme 

The matter is still under consideration. We 
have not called for any applications yet. 
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of training within a given perioi of time and 
when we can expect that most of the technical 
personnel there would be Ihdianised. Can we 
have some definite idea? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: Sir, ] am 
hoping that within the next eighteen to 
twentyfour months it would be possible to 
replace almost all the German personnel here. 
Even after that perhaps we may require a 
small learn of German experts to continue 
there. 

SHRI FARIDUL HAQ ANSARI: May I 
know whether any of these understudies have 
taken the place of the original incumbent up 
till now? 

SHRI C. SUBRAMANIAM: Recently We 
reviewed the whole position and we reduced 
the number 'of German personnel from 265 to 
220, dispensing with 45 persons. Therefore 
we are slowly and steadily replacing the 
Germans with Indians. 

SHRI BHUPESH GUPTA: Very slow. 

 

t [INDIAN NATIONAL     COMMISSION  OF 
UNESCO 

•204. SHRI B. N. BHARGAVA: Will the 
Minister of EDUCATION be pluased to state: 

+[ ]   English  translation. 

(a) what kind of institutions are 
eligible for the associate membership 
of the Indian National Commission for 
UNESCO, applications for which have 
been invited recently; and 

(b) which of the institutions have 
been made associate members of the 
Commission?] 

 
 


